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The 2013 Strategic Plan of the Gulf Coast Section of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE-GCS) is designed to be a 

roadmap for the future. It will guide policies, programs, and decision making for the Section, as well as long-term tactical 

planning, annual budgeting, and day-to-day operations. This Strategic Plan should be reviewed periodically as necessary, 

but should be reviewed at a minimum of every five years.  

The Mission of the Gulf Coast Section as defined by our Section’s Bylaws is as follows: 

The Mission of the Gulf Coast Section shall be the promotion of mutual cooperation in furthering the objectives of 

the Society of Petroleum Engineers International, Inc. This shall be accomplished by: 

 Providing forums that afford members the opportunity to upgrade and maintain professional competence; 

 Providing social interaction that increases member participation in Section activities as a whole, while 

striving to maintain the integrity of the Section; 

 Supporting programs in area primary and secondary schools to encourage students to develop their abilities 

in mathematics, science, and engineering; 

 Supporting engineering programs at the university level; and 

 Enhancing the image of the Oil and Gas Industry by sponsoring community service programs. 

Consistent with the Mission of the Gulf Coast Section, the Strategic Plan includes four (4) areas upon which to focus our 

efforts:  1) Professional Development for Members, 2) Investment in Community, 3) Membership Support, and 4) 

Administration and Financial Governance. They are explained as follows: 

1. Professional Development for Members: The Section should host meetings, continuing 

education activities, workshops, symposia, and conferences to provide opportunities for members to keep 

their technical skills current and provide forums for exchanging ideas. The formats of these should leverage 

technology to deliver content as efficiently as possible. These activities should strive to provide continuing 

education credits for professional engineering certification when appropriate. This strategy can be 

implemented in conjunction with SPE International and other reputable industry associations. 

a. Knowledge and Technology Dissemination: The Section should disseminate knowledge and 

technology to its membership and the industry as a whole. The dissemination of technology lies at 

the heart of the mission statement for SPE International: To collect, disseminate, and exchange 

technical knowledge concerning the exploration, development and production of oil and gas 

resources, and related technologies for the public benefit; and to provide opportunities for 

professionals to enhance their technical and professional competence.  

b. Knowledge Sharing/Training: The workforce demographics are constantly changing. Experts with 

knowledge and understanding from actual experience are retiring, and younger workers are coming 

into the industry. We should leverage the knowledge in our “second-career,” experienced 

membership base through innovative programs that foster interaction between experienced and 

younger members, such as mentoring. We should especially encourage knowledge sharing among 
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members in the areas of technology, project management, business processes, and career 

management.  

c. Changing Workforce Profile: Many new engineers are being educated outside the USA, and our 

membership includes professionals from across the globe.  In designing our Section's programs, we 

should recognize the global nature of our business and the changing demographics (gender, age and 

culture) of our membership.  

d. Program Innovation and Balance: The Section should continually review program content and 

deliver topics of most interest to the membership. We should review the way content is delivered to 

better meet our members’ demographics, interests and lifestyles.  Some ideas to consider include:  

i. Joint meetings with other societies in order to provide more cross training in adjacent 

disciplines.  

ii. Engage different generational groups, disciplines, and employer types to provide a wider 

variety of programming.  

iii. Include more case studies on solutions to technical problems.  

iv. Invite speakers from a variety of company types and sizes: service, operating, consulting, 

technology, equipment manufacturers and academia; from small companies to super-

majors. 

v.  Business topic presentations and topics from outside the energy industry that might have 

technical solutions to problems we face. 

2. Investment in Community:  The future of our industry depends on a supply of highly skilled 

individuals who are drawn to the industry. We support programs that make math and sciences interesting 

and exciting for teachers and students. Our future also depends on the general public and their elected 

representatives understanding our industry and the people who work in it. This strategy will help ensure 

that our industry will have a future supply of bright, qualified workers and a public and regulatory system 

that understands our industry. 

a. Scholarships: Scholarships should be our top priority for investing in the community. The Section 

should mainly support scholarships for college students to study engineering, petroleum 

engineering in particular, with some support for students who otherwise would not be able to afford 

college. 

b. K-12 Outreach: The Section strategy includes efforts in primary and secondary schools to 

encourage students to develop their abilities in science, technology, engineering and  mathematics 

(STEM). We should also support programs to help teachers improve their math and science 

instruction, especially in middle schools. 

c. University Outreach: The Section should encourage members to volunteer their time for 

university petroleum industry-related programs. This volunteerism gives members an avenue to 

provide mentoring to those who will eventually become our colleagues. Support of SPE Student 
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chapters is of paramount importance to convert the student SPE members to full-time SPE members 

upon graduation. 

d. Enhancement of Public Image: The Section should make a concentrated effort to improve the 

public’s understanding of our industry by communicating its importance through education of the 

general public. Our communications programs should be designed to equip our membership with 

facts about the industry’s and the SPE’s contribution to society as a whole. Our members should 

reinforce this positive message when they do public service work. As appropriate, the Section should 

consider supporting community service projects with funds and additional volunteers. 

3. Membership Support:  The SPE-GCS strives to serve its members. The Section is run by members, and 

the objective is active involvement. Attendees at SPE-GCS events who have fun and who enhance their 

technical knowledge will be more likely to join and continue their membership. SPE-GCS members who 

enjoy their involvement will invite their colleagues to join SPE. Membership trends are subject to outside 

influences, such as the transfers to and from the Section, the changing role of Houston as the “Energy 

Capital of the World,” and the economic health of the industry. Our strategy should be to keep SPE-GCS as 

the leading energy industry organization in the Houston metropolitan area and Southeast Texas.  Within the 

international SPE family we should strive to be the most effective and innovative Section.  

a. Appreciation: Since all SPE members have other demands on their time, a priority should be placed 

on making sure volunteers know their efforts are appreciated. Like many volunteer organizations, 

the single most common constraint in developing and sustaining new SPE-GCS programs is volunteer 

support. Knowing efforts are appreciated is essential for success. Section leadership should make 

efforts to show formal appreciation, and individual members should thank volunteers when they 

observe effort being made.  

b. Communication:  Providing clear and regular communication is a key element of SPE-GCS strategy. 

Content communicated should be good quality and relevant to the interests of the membership. 

Technology enables more rapid and targeted communication from Section leadership to members, 

members to each other, and members to leadership. The Section should leverage appropriate forms 

of communication. Today we have a printed and an electronic version of our newsletter, “Connect”. 

We have a website, www.spegcs.org, which has information about all our activities and programs. 

We have encouraged the use of web-based tools for hosting and delivering meeting content and 

have a Social Networking Coordinator to communicate with members electronically. Our strategy 

should continue to leverage technologies to improve the effectiveness of communication. 

c. Attendance/Participation: The Section should increase overall attendance at all Section events. 

We face uncontrollable obstacles like traffic, weather, and ever-increasing work demands that can 

impact attendance. However, attendance can be maintained at healthy levels by focusing on factors 

we can control, such as topic, relevance, delivery technology (webinars, etc.), advanced notification 

about meetings, venue, time, cost, and scheduling. We need to broaden the appeal of programs in 

order to include all demographics and needs of our membership, which will then result in increased 

http://www.spegcs.org/
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attendance. Ensuring that volunteers have fun as a result of their involvement in SPE-GCS is a great 

way to keep them involved. 

d. Social Interaction: Social events are opportunities to build friendships and network with other 

members. They also are forums to attract people to our industry. For these reasons, the Section 

should host sporting and other social events. They also provide vehicles to raise funds for other 

facets of the Section’s mission. Examples of events include the annual golf tournament, tennis 

tournament, and sporting clays. Networking opportunities also occur at professional and technical 

events such as luncheons and conferences. These kinds of programs should be designed to 

encourage social interaction time, as appropriate. 

4. Administrative and Financial Governance: The Section is a non-profit entity and is under the 

direction of a volunteer Board of Directors. Governing documents, including Section Bylaws, the Strategic 

Plan, Annual Budgeting Process, and Operating Procedures, are reviewed on a periodic basis to ensure 

sound control, and financial and legal management for the Section. 

a. Financial:  Financial strength is the key to ongoing success. Monetary resources should be 

maintained to support the strategies identified in this document. The Section should have enough 

revenue-raising activities to fund each fiscal year’s programs. The Section should maintain a prudent 

financial reserve for future commitments and unexpected events.  Striking the appropriate balance 

among Professional Development, Community Investment, and Membership Support is a goal for 

our Section. This balance should be considered by the Board of Directors each year in preparation of 

the annual budget. Section revenue, mainly driven by the social events, newsletter and conferences, 

should be planned and sufficient to fund our spending initiatives. 

b. Ethics: The Section must employ appropriate governance, define checks and balances to protect the 

integrity and ethics of our volunteers, and provide a roadmap for the Board of Directors (BOD). The 

SPE has Guidelines for Members that apply to everyone in the Section. Also, the Conflict of Interest 

form should be signed by all members of the leadership team.  

c. Succession Planning: Succession planning provides a pipeline of future Section leaders who have 

been groomed via their experiences in leading smaller groups. Succession planning is a way to 

reward active volunteers and encourage less active members. When combined with balancing 

demographics (e.g., experience, disciplines, and employer types), it provides for a stronger section 

and committee dynamics.  

 

 

http://www.spe.org/about/guidelines.php

